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1
Old Friends Meet.
A Rude Interruption.

And so, the first resident
of Krynn we see is a
goblin. Goblins are not
unique to Krynn, though
some say they are the
Krynnish product of a
joining of elves and ogres.

In AD&D, there had
evolved from the rules a
typical “balanced” party.
The balance was found in
having enough of the
various skills possessed by
the different character
types so that you always
had at least one character
with the skill needed at
any given time. These later
evolved into archetypes of
AD&D. Flint—a dwarven
fighter—was one such
archetype.—TRH
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lint Fireforge collapsed on a moss-covered
boulder. His old dwarven† bones had supported him long enough and were unwilling
to continue without complaint.
“I should never have left.” Flint grumbled, looking down into the valley below. He spoke aloud,
though there was no sign of another living person
about. Long years of solitary wandering had forced
the dwarf into the habit of talking to himself. He
slapped both hands on his knees. “And I’ll be
damned if I’m ever leaving again!” he announced
vehemently.
Warmed by the afternoon sun, the boulder felt
comfortable to the ancient dwarf, who had been
walking all day in the chill autumn air. Flint relaxed
and let the warmth seep into his bones—the
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warmth of the sun and the warmth of his thoughts.
Because he was home.
He looked around him, his eyes lingering fondly
over the familiar landscape. The mountainside
below him formed one side of a high mountain bowl
carpeted in autumn splendor. The vallenwood trees
in the valley were ablaze in the season’s colors, the
brilliant reds and golds fading into the purple of the
Kharolis peaks beyond. The flawless, azure sky
among the trees was repeated in the waters of
Crystalmir Lake. Thin columns of smoke curled
among the treetops, the only sign of the presence of
Solace. A soft, spreading haze blanketed the vale
with the sweet aroma of home fires burning.
As Flint sat and rested, he pulled a block of wood
and a gleaming dagger from his pack, his hands
moving without conscious thought. Since time uncounted, his people had always had the need to
shape the shapeless to their liking.† He himself had
been a metalsmith of some renown before his retirement some years earlier. He put the knife to the
wood, then, his attention caught, Flint’s hands remained idle as he watched the smoke drift up from
the hidden chimneys below.
“My own home fire’s gone out,” Flint said softly.
He shook himself, angry at feeling sentimental, and
began slicing at the wood with a vengeance. He
grumbled loudly, “My house has been sitting empty.
Roof probably leaked, ruined the furniture. Stupid
quest. Silliest thing I ever did. After one hundred
and forty-eight years, I ought to have learned!”†
“You’ll never learn, dwarf,” a distant voice answered him. “Not if you live to be two hundred and
forty-eight!”
Dropping the wood, the dwarf’s hand moved
with calm assurance from the dagger to the handle
of his axe as he peered down the path. The voice
sounded familiar, the first familiar voice he’d heard
in a long time. But he couldn’t place it.
Flint squinted into the setting sun. He thought he
saw the figure of a man striding up the path. Standing, Flint drew back into the shadow of a tall pine to
see better. The man’s walk was marked by an easy
grace—an elvish grace, Flint would have said; yet
the man’s body had the thickness and tight muscles
of a human, while the facial hair was definitely

Being good with his hands
is a dwarven stereotype.
—TRH

Dwarves on Krynn may
live to be 450 years old.
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Our main character takes
the stage. Margaret had
some initial trouble with
the character, but we soon
worked it out, as you shall
see later on.—TRH

Tanis is, of course, another
AD&D archetype: a halfelf warrior.—TRH

The backstory here gives
life and direction to the
characters.—TRH
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humankind’s. All the dwarf could see of the man’s
face beneath a green hood was tan skin and a
brownish-red beard. A longbow was slung over one
shoulder and a sword hung at his left side. He was
dressed in soft leather, carefully tooled in the intricate designs the elves loved. But no elf in the world
of Krynn could grow a beard . . . no elf, but . . .
“Tanis?”† said Flint hesitantly as the man neared.
“The same.” The newcomer’s bearded face split
in a wide grin. He held open his arms and, before
the dwarf could stop him, engulfed Flint in a hug
that lifted him off the ground. The dwarf clasped his
old friend close for a brief instant, then, remembering his dignity, squirmed and freed himself from the
half-elf’s embrace.
“Well, you’ve learned no manners in five years,”
the dwarf grumbled. “Still no respect for my age or
my station. Hoisting me around like a sack of potatoes.” Flint peered down the road. “I hope no one
who knows us saw us.”
“I doubt there are many who’d remember us,”
Tanis said, his eyes studying his stocky friend
fondly. “Time doesn’t pass for you and me, old
dwarf, as it does for humans. Five years is a long
time for them, a few moments for us.” Then he
smiled. “You haven’t changed.”
“The same can’t be said of others.” Flint sat back
down on the stone and began to carve once more.
He scowled up at Tanis. “Why the beard? You were
ugly enough.”
Tanis scratched his chin. “I have been in lands
that were not friendly to those of elven blood. The
beard—a gift from my human father,” he said with
bitter irony, “did much to hide my heritage.”†
Flint grunted. He knew that wasn’t the complete
truth. Although the half-elf abhorred killing, Tanis
would not be one to hide from a fight behind a
beard. Wood chips flew.
“I have been in lands that were not friendly to
anyone of any kind of blood.”† Flint turned the
wood in his hand, examining it. “But we’re home
now. All that’s behind us.”
“Not from what I’ve heard,” Tanis said, drawing
his hood up over his face again to keep the sun out
of his eyes. “The Highseekers in Haven appointed a
man named Hederick to govern as High Theocrat in
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Solace, and he’s turned the town into a hotbed of fanaticism with his new religion.”
Tanis and the dwarf both turned and looked
down into the quiet valley. Lights began to wink on,
making the homes in the trees visible among the
vallenwood. The night air was still and calm and
sweet, tinged with the smell of wood smoke from
the home fires. Now and again they could hear the
faint sound of a mother calling her children to
dinner.
“I’ve heard of no evil in Solace,” Flint said quietly.
“Religious persecution . . . inquisitions . . .”
Tanis’s voice sounded ominous coming from the
depths of his hood. It was deeper, more somber than
Flint remembered. The dwarf frowned. His friend
had changed in five years. And elves never change!
But then Tanis was only half-elven, a child of violence, his mother having been raped by a human
warrior† during one of the many wars that had divided the different races of Krynn in the chaotic
years following the Cataclysm.
“Inquisitions! That’s only for those who defy the
new High Theocrat, according to rumor.” Flint
snorted. “I don’t believe in the Seeker gods—never
did—but I don’t parade my beliefs in the street.
Keep quiet and they’ll let you alone, that’s my
motto. The Highseekers in Haven are still wise and
virtuous men. It’s just this one rotten apple in Solace
that’s spoiling the whole barrel. By the way, did you
find what you sought?”
“Some sign of the ancient, true gods?” Tanis
asked. “Or peace of mind? I went seeking both.
Which did you mean?”
“Well, I assume one would go with the other,”
Flint growled. He turned the piece of wood in his
hands, still not satisfied with its proportions. “Are
we going to stand here all night, smelling the cooking fires? Or are we going to go into town and get
some dinner?”
“Go.” Tanis waved. The two started down the
path together, Tanis’s long strides forcing the dwarf
to take two steps to his one. Though it had been
many years since they had journeyed together, Tanis
unconsciously slowed his pace, while Flint unconsciously quickened his.
“So you found nothing?” Flint pursued.

Novels, unlike games,
require proper foundation
for their characters. It is
not enough for us to
simply say that Tanis is a
half-elf; we must know
why. In justifying his
status, Margaret and I
were led to a deeper
understanding of Tanis’s
character, making him
someone of greater depth
than we knew before.
—TRH
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Another AD&D archetype
joins the party: a magicuser.—TRH
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“Nothing,” Tanis replied. “As we discovered
long ago, the only clerics and priests in this world
serve false gods. I heard tales of healing, but it was
all trickery and magic. Fortunately, our friend
Raistlin taught me what to watch—”
“Raistlin!” Flint puffed. “That pasty-faced, skinny
magician.† He’s more than half charlatan himself.
Always sniveling and whining and poking his nose
where it doesn’t belong. If it weren’t for his twin
brother looking after him, someone would’ve put an
end to his magic long ago.”
Tanis was glad his beard hid his smile. “I think
the young man was a better magician than you
give him credit for,” he said. “And, you must
admit, he worked long and tirelessly to help those
who were taken in by the fake clerics—as I did.”
He sighed.
“For which you got little thanks, no doubt,” the
dwarf muttered.
“Very little,” Tanis said. “People want to believe
in something—even if, deep inside, they know it is
false. But what of you? How was your journey to
your homelands?”
Flint stumped along without answering, his face
grim. Finally he muttered, “I should never have
gone,” and glanced up at Tanis, his eyes, barely
visible through the thick, over-hanging, white eyebrows—informing the half-elf that this turn of the
conversation was not welcome. Tanis saw the look
but asked his questions anyhow.
“What of the dwarven clerics? The stories we
heard?”
“Not true. The clerics vanished three hundred
years ago during the Cataclysm. So say the elders.”
“Much like the elves,” Tanis mused.
“I saw—”
“Hsst!” Tanis held out a warning hand.
Flint came to a dead stop. “What?” he whispered.
Tanis motioned. “Over in that grove.”
Flint peered toward the trees, at the same time
reaching for the battle-axe that was strapped behind
his back.
The red rays of the setting sun glistened briefly
on a piece of metal flashing among the trees. Tanis
saw it once, lost it, then saw it again. At that
moment, though, the sun sank, leaving the sky
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glowing a rich violet, and causing night’s shadows
to creep through the forest trees.
Flint squinted into the gloom. “I don’t see
anything.”
“I did,” Tanis said. He kept staring at the place
where he’d seen the metal, and gradually his elvensight began to detect the warm red aura cast by all
living beings but visible only to the elves. “Who
goes there?” Tanis called.
The only answer for long moments was an eerie
sound that made the hair rise on the half-elf’s neck.
It was a hollow, whirring sound that started out low,
then grew higher and higher and eventually attained a high-pitched, screaming whine. Soaring
with it, came a voice.
“Elven wanderer, turn from your course and
leave the dwarf behind. We are the spirits of those
poor souls Flint Fireforge left on the barroom floor.
Did we die in combat?”
The spirit voice soared to new heights, as did the
whining, whirring sound accompanying it.
“No! We died of shame, cursed by the ghost of the
grape for not being able to outdrink a hill dwarf.”
Flint’s beard was quivering with rage, and Tanis,
bursting out laughing, was forced to grab the angry
dwarf’s shoulder to keep him from charging headlong into the brush.
“Damn the eyes of the elves!” The spectral voice
turned merry. “And damn the beards of the
dwarves!”
“Wouldn’t you know it?” Flint groaned. “Tasslehoff Burrfoot!”†
There was a faint rustle in the underbrush, then a
small figure stood on the path. It was a kender,† one
of a race of people considered by many on Krynn to
be as much a nuisance as mosquitoes. Small-boned,
the kender rarely grew over four feet tall. This particular kender was about Flint’s height, but his slight
build and perpetually childlike face made him
seem smaller. He wore bright blue leggings that
stood out in sharp contrast to his furred vest and
plain, home-spun tunic. His brown eyes glinted
with mischief and fun; his smile seemed to reach to
the tips of his pointed ears. He dipped his head in a
mock bow, allowing a long tassel of brown hair—his
pride and joy—to flip forward over his nose. Then

All AD&D game groups
needed a “thief-class”
character to perform
various abilities and skills
unique to them during the
course of a game. Still, I
was troubled by the idea of
a race of thieves. My sole
contribution to Tas and
his kenderkind was their
inveterate curiosity and
their innocent tendency to
“borrow” things for
indeterminate periods of
time. It was in part from
this admittedly very broad
concept that Roger Moore
brought life to the
character in his short
story, “A Stone’s Throw
Away,” in Dragon
Magazine—and launched
one of our favorite
characters forever onto the
face of Krynn.—TRH
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“Kender” was originally
spelled “Kinder” after the
legendary “kinderkin,” but
it was pointed out that on
the page it read more like
someone who was “more
kind” than referring to a
unique race.—TRH

I wouldn't say that Tracy
hated halflings as much as
he was uncomfortable with
what the halfling was in
most of our fantasy at the
time. They were tubby
homebodies, stout-hearted
but fearful, more at home
in pastoral England than
the post-apocalyptic
domain of Ansalon.
The new kender were
wilder than halflings,
fearless, sometimes as
cruel as only children can
be (which became the
taunt). They were savage,
warrior children, evercurious, ever alert.
But even the best-laid
plans go awry, and in
DRAGONLANCE, that took
the form of Janet Pack,
who, in the course of
dramatic readings, defined
the nature of the kender
and added something not
initially anticipated. She,
and as a result all kender
since her, was cute.
Extremely cute. Sweetly,
lovably, frustratingly cute.
And as a result, Tas and
the rest of his kind are
brave, fearless, taunting,
and cute. And it’s hard,
after seeing Janet play Tas,
to imagine them any other
way.—Jeff Grubb
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he straightened up, laughing. The metallic gleam
Tanis’s quick eyes had spotted came from the
buckle of one of the numerous packs strapped
around his shoulders and waist.
Tas grinned up at them, leaning on his hoopak
staff. It was this staff that had created the eerie
noise. Tanis should have recognized it at once,
having seen the kender† scare off many would-be
attackers by whirling his staff in the air, producing
that screaming whine. A kender invention, the
hoopak’s bottom end was copper-clad and sharply
pointed; the top end was forked and held a leather
sling. The staff itself was made out of a single piece
of supple willow wood. Although scorned by every
other race on Krynn, the hoopak was more than a
useful tool or weapon to a kender—it was his
symbol. “New roads demand a hoopak,” was a
popular saying among kenderkind. It was always
followed immediately by another of their sayings:
“No road is ever old.”
Tasslehoff suddenly ran forward, his arms open
wide.
“Flint!” The kender threw his arms around the
dwarf and hugged him. Flint, embarrassed, returned the embrace reluctantly, then quickly
stepped back. Tasslehoff grinned, then looked up at
the half-elf.
“Who’s this?” He gasped. “Tanis! I didn’t recognize you with a beard!” He held out his short arms.
“No, thanks,” said Tanis, grinning. He waved the
kender away. “I want to keep my money pouch.”
With a sudden look of alarm, Flint felt under his
tunic. “You rascal!” He roared and leaped at the
kender, who was doubled over, laughing. The two
went down in the dust.
Tanis, chuckling, started to pull Flint off the
kender. Then he stopped and turned in alarm. Too
late, he heard the silvery jingle of harness and bridle
and the whinny of a horse. The half-elf put his hand
on the hilt of his sword, but he had already lost any
advantage he might have gained through alertness.
Swearing under his breath, Tanis could do nothing but stand and stare at the figure emerging from
the shadows. It was seated on a small, furry-legged
pony that walked with its head down as if it were
ashamed of its rider. Gray, mottled skin sagged into
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folds about the rider’s face. Two pig-pink eyes
stared out at them from beneath a military-looking
helmet. Its fat, flabby body leaked out between
pieces of flashy, pretentious armor.
A peculiar odor hit Tanis, and he wrinkled his
nose in disgust. “Hobgoblin!” his brain registered.
He loosened his sword and kicked at Flint, but at
that moment the dwarf gave a tremendous sneeze
and sat up on the kender.
“Horse!” said Flint, sneezing again.
“Behind you,” Tanis replied quietly.
Flint, hearing the warning note in his friend’s
voice, scrambled to his feet. Tasslehoff quickly did
the same.
The hobgoblin sat astride the pony, watching
them with a sneering, supercilious look on his flat
face. His pink eyes reflected the last lingering traces
of sunlight.
“You see, boys,” the hobgoblin stated, speaking
the Common tongue with a thick accent, “what fools
we are dealing with here in Solace.”
There was gritty laughter from the trees behind
the hobgoblin. Five goblin guards, dressed in crude
uniforms, came out on foot. They took up positions
on either side of their leader’s horse.
“Now . . .” The hobgoblin leaned over his saddle.
Tanis watched with a kind of horrible fascination as
the creature’s huge belly completely engulfed the
pommel. “I am Fewmaster† Toede, leader of the
forces that are keeping Solace protected from undesirable elements. You have no right to be walking in
the city limits after dark. You are under arrest.” Fewmaster Toede leaned down to speak to a goblin near
him. “Bring me the blue crystal staff, if you find it on
them,” he said in the croaking goblin tongue. Tanis,
Flint, and Tasslehoff all looked at each other questioningly. Each of them could speak some goblin,
Tas better than the others. Had they heard right? A
blue crystal staff?
“If they resist,” added Fewmaster Toede, switching back to Common for grand effect, “kill them.”
With that, he yanked on the reins, flicked his
mount with a riding crop, and galloped off down
the path toward town.
“Goblins! In Solace! This new Theocrat has much
to answer for!” Flint spat. Reaching up, he swung

As in “Toadie.” Only a
hobgoblin would relish a
title like “Fewmaster.”
—TRH
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his battle-axe from its holder on his back and
planted his feet firmly on the path, rocking back and
forth until he felt himself balanced. “Very well,” he
announced. “Come on.”
“I advise you to retreat,” Tanis said, throwing his
cloak over one shoulder and drawing his sword. “We
have had a long journey. We are hungry and tired and
late for a meeting with friends we have not seen in a
long time. We have no intention of being arrested.”
“Or of being killed,” added Tasslehoff. He had
drawn no weapon but stood staring at the goblins
with interest.
A bit taken aback, the goblins glanced at each
other nervously. One cast a baleful look down the
road where his leader had vanished. The goblins
were accustomed to bullying peddlers and farmers
traveling to the small town, not to challenging
armed and obviously skilled fighters. But their
hatred of the other races of Krynn was longstanding. They drew their long, curved blades.
Flint strode forward, his hands getting a firm
grip on the axe handle. “There’s only one creature I
hate worse than a gully dwarf,” he muttered, “and
that’s a goblin!”
The goblin dove at Flint, hoping to knock him
down. Flint swung his axe with deadly accuracy
and timing. A goblin head rolled into the dust, the
body crashing to the ground.
“What are you slime doing in Solace?” Tanis
asked, meeting the clumsy stab of another goblin
skillfully. Their swords crossed and held for a
moment, then Tanis shoved the goblin backward.
“Do you work for the High Theocrat?”
“Theocrat? “The goblin gurgled with laughter.
Swinging its weapon wildly, it ran at Tanis. “That
fool? Our Fewmaster works for the—ugh!” The
creature impaled itself on Tanis’s sword. It groaned,
then slid off onto the ground.
“Damn!” Tanis swore and stared at the dead
goblin in frustration. “The clumsy idiot! I didn’t
want to kill it, just find out who hired it.”
“You’ll find out who hired us, sooner than you’d
like!” snarled another goblin, rushing at the distracted half-elf. Tanis turned quickly and disarmed
the creature. He kicked it in its stomach and the
goblin crumpled over.
28
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Another goblin sprang at Flint before the dwarf
had time to recover from his lethal swing. He staggered backward, trying to regain his balance.
Then Tasslehoff’s shrill voice rang out. “These
scum will fight for anyone, Tanis. Throw them
some dog meat once in a while and they’re yours
forev—”
“Dog meat!” The goblin croaked and turned from
Flint in a rage. “How about kender meat, you little
squeaker!” The goblin flapped toward the apparently unarmed kender, its purplish red hands grasping for his neck. Tas, without ever losing the
innocent, childlike expression on his face, reached
into his fleecy vest, whipped out a dagger, and
threw it—all in one motion. The goblin clutched his
chest and fell with a groan. There was a sound of
flapping feet as the remaining goblin fled. The battle
was over.
Tanis sheathed his sword, grimacing in disgust at
the stinking bodies; the smell reminded him of rotting fish. Flint wiped black goblin blood from his
axe blade. Tas stared mournfully at the body of the
goblin he killed. It had fallen facedown, his dagger
buried underneath.
“I’ll get it for you,” Tanis offered, preparing to roll
the body over.
“No.” Tas made a face. “I don’t want it back. You
can never get rid of the smell, you know.”
Tanis nodded. Flint fastened his axe in its carrier
again, and the three continued on down the path.
The lights of Solace grew brighter as darkness
deepened. The smell of the wood smoke on the chill
night air brought thoughts of food and warmth—
and safety. The companions hurried their steps.
They did not speak for a long time, each hearing
Flint’s words echo in his mind: Goblins. In Solace.
Finally, however, the irrepressible kender giggled.
“Besides,” he said, “that dagger was Flint’s!”†

I love how the nature of
their relationship is
established from the very
beginning.—TRH
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